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Safe Kids Columbus
 In 2016, Columbus Regional Health signed the contract to become the lead agency for Safe 
Kids Columbus.  With the Children’s Hospital and only Pediatric Emergency Department in this region, 
this partnership harnesses the area’s subject matter experts to address childhood injury prevention. 
Columbus Regional has supported Safe Kids Columbus on an annual basis since its inception in 1998.

 The mission of Safe Kids Columbus is the prevention of accidental childhood injuries and 
deaths in children 18 and under through community partnerships, distribution of safety equipment 
and education on its proper use, public awareness and advocacy.

 Together, Columbus Regional Health and Safe Kids will work to decrease injuries and deaths 
from preventable injury in the Chattahoochee Valley.

 More information about Safe Kids Columbus can be found at www.safekidscolumbusga.org.
For many of our area’s children, school starts back in August.  This will bring many more children 
walking around our neighborhoods and schools.  Here are some helpful pedestrian safety tips: 

•  It’s always best to walk on sidewalks or paths, and cross street corners using traffic signals and the 
crosswalk.

•   Most injuries happen mid-block or someplace other than intersections.

•   Take Action Against Distraction - Teach kids at an early age to put down their devices, and then 
look left, right, then left again before crossing the street.

•   Remind kids to make eye contact with drivers before crossing the street and to watch out for cars 
that are turning or backing up.  Teach them not to run or dart out into the street or cross between 
parked cars.

•   Children under 10 should cross the street with an adult. Every child is different but,                              
developmentally, it can be hard for kids to judge speed and distance of cars before age 10.

Dr. Rebecca Reamy
 Dr. Rebecca Reamy is the Medical Director of the Pediatric Emergency 
Department and the Chief of Pediatrics for The Children’s Hospital at Midtown 
Medical Center. Dr. Reamy has been practicing pediatric emergency medicine for 
21 years. She moved to Columbus in the summer of 2015 after practicing at 
Children’s Healthcare of Atlanta at Scottish Rite. Dr. Reamy is married to 
Dan Cordell, with two sons Daniel, 12, and Matthew, 7.


